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Abstract We propose a mixed-integer programming (MIP)
formulation for a problem of optimal dimensioning of
equipment of the fiber-to-the-home optical access network
(FTTH-OAN). The optimization aims at minimizing capital
expenditures (CAPEX) related to deployment of the FTTH-
OAN, i.e., the cost of active equipment (OLTs and OLT
cards), cost of passive equipment (optical splitters, cables,
fibers, fibers terminations, splices, closures), cost of site
preparations (building, cabinets), and cost of necessary labor
(duct preparation and rollout of cables). The formulation
has been implemented and validated. General results based
on selected real-world scale numerical experiments are pre-
sented.

Keywords MIP · FTTH · PON ·Access networks ·Network
design

1 Introduction

The increasing demand for broadband Internet access and
constant pressure imposed by mobile network operators
makes fixed access network operators consider adoption of
novel fiber-based technologies. In order to attract new cus-
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tomers, fixed access network operators have to substantially
increase the quality (in particular, the speed) of offered trans-
port services, and this can only be achieved by bringing the
fiber as close to the customer as possible; thus, replacing the
legacy copper cables with the fiber in the access parts of their
networks is a must.

In this context, Gigabit Passive Optical Networks
(GPON/XG-PON—see [10,11]) seem to be a suitable solu-
tion, especially in the long run. They are capable of providing
much greater bandwidth than their copper-based alternatives
resulting in much more efficient way of handling a potential
increase in demand volumes in the future. Simultaneously,
these networks allow keeping the necessary expenditures
(both CAPEX and OPEX) at a reasonable level in compari-
son with the competing (EPON, Active Ethernet and optical
P2P) technologies (see, e.g., [6,17]).

In this paper, we consider fiber-to-the-home (FTTH)
Optical Access Networks (FTTH-OANs)—see Fig. 1—built
upon the GPON standardization. An FTTH-OAN (see [10–
13]) spans in between the service node interface (SNI), i.e.,
the northbound interface of the OLT device, and the user to
network interfaces (UNIs), i.e., the interfaces between ONTs
and the customer equipment (CE). All ONTs of the FTTH-
OAN are partitioned into groups of up to 128 devices, where
every ONT of the group is connected to a single port of the
OLT by means of an optical distribution network (ODN).
The OLT port organizes bidirectional transmission of data
between theOLT and everyONT connected to theODN, pro-
viding in case of XG-PON the (total) speed of up to 10 Gbps
and up to 2.5 Gbps in, respectively, downstream (i.e., from
the OLT to ONTs) and upstream directions.

We consider FTTH-OANs exploiting point-to-multipoint
(P2MP) ODNs that take advantage of passive optical split-
ters. According to the outcomes of the discussions conducted
with our industrial partners, we decided to restrict our con-
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Fig. 1 General view of an FTTH-OAN network

siderations to 3-t ier ODNs that admit installation of up to
three splitters on the way between the OLT and any of the
ONTs. As illustrated in Fig. 1, we assume that the first level
of splitting is performed in the Central Office (CO), the sec-
ond in the dedicated distribution nodes (street cabinets or
pole mast boxes) and the third in the access nodes; depend-
ing on the subscriber type—multi dwelling units (MDU) or
single-family residential (SFR)—access nodes are placed,
respectively, at the customer premises or at the dedicated
outdoor compartments (e.g., wells or street cabinets).

Our approach starts from optimizing the OLT locations
and ends up at the equipping access nodes. We use industry-
acceptable and hence unavoidably complex network models
that in particular encompass the following detailed elements:
attenuation of cables, splitters, and optical plugs; power bud-
get of the demands; output power of the OLT ports; available
telecommunication infrastructure; costs of trenching; costs of
cable rollout; costs of splicing fibers. As our research aims at
facilitating large deployment projects with up to one million

ONTs aggregated into up to 100 k access points, we decided
to use both exact MIP-baed approaches and heuristic meth-
ods.

In the research, we use our automated FTTH network
optimization platform presented in [24]. The methodology
implemented there ranges fromdistributed local searchmeth-
ods and fast evaluation algorithms in the early stages of the
design process to modular MIP models aiming at improv-
ing the obtained solutions using polishing features of the
MIP solvers. In this paper, we concentrate on the stages
that effectively use the MIP methodology to improve heuris-
tic solutions to industrial-based FTTH network optimization
problems.

The outline of the paper is as follows. We first summa-
rize the literature on FTTH network optimization in Sect. 2.
We indicate to what extent the MIP methodology has been
so far considered in the FTTH network design. In this way,
we justify the novelty of our research. In Sect. 3, we give
a general overview of the problem, providing information
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MIP model for efficient dimensioning of real-world FTTH trees

on its input data, the decisions variables, the objective func-
tion, and its structure. Section 4 introduces a model of the
FTTH network as well as the catalogue of active and passive
equipment constituting a necessary foundation for the actual
problem formulation presented in Sect. 5. Sections 4 and 5
are the core of the paper—they define a practical MIP for-
mulation that can be used to facilitate the large-scale FTTH
network design.1 The formulation is evaluated in Sect. 6. The
paper concludes in Sect. 7.

2 Related work

The FTTH network design problem has been intensively
studied over the last decade resulting in vast literature on
the topic. However, most of the proposed models lack
some important features which makes them impractical
from the industrial viewpoint. The reason is that they were
proposed when industrial experience in rolling-out such net-
works was rather scarce. In effect, many of the assumptions
adopted by the authors of those papers lead to oversimpli-
fied considerations. In 2005Khan proposed a simple 2-factor
approximation to a PON design problem [14] working on a
model that does not take an intermediate (between OLT and
ONT) split into account. Such an assumption results in the
limited flexibility of the solutions and is hardly justified from
the viewpoint of the current practice.What ismore, themodel
does not take the existing infrastructure into account, which
is unacceptable when designing FTTH networks in urban
areas. Another problem arises from the way the problem is
approached—in [14] a 2-factor approximation is proposed.
Nowadays, thanks to loads of published literature and prac-
tical experience in designing FTTH networks, it is known
that although a CAPEX difference between good and bad
FTTH network designs can be substantial, a CAPEX dif-
ference between FTTH network designs obtained by good
and bad, but still reasonable, optimization methods hardly
exceeds ten percent. Therefore, most approximation algo-
rithms are not particularly useful from the viewpoint of the
industry, as the guaranties they can provide are unsatisfac-
tory.

Similar reasons stand behind disregarding the MIP meth-
odology inmost industrial circles, as its biggest disadvantage
is tractability. MIP approaches to the FTTH network design
are efficient either for relatively small test cases, or work effi-
ciently only in unacceptably simplifiedmodels. For instance,
in [2] only one split is allowed and its ratio is given as an input.
On the other hand, in [23] trenching is considered separately
for each cable, thus two parallel connections cannot be real-

1 Still, our intention was that the reader could gain the general under-
standing of our work even if these sections (which are, by their nature,
very detail and complex) were, for the very first time, omitted.

ized in one trench. Similar simplifications were considered in
[20], inwhich trenching is also considered separately for each
connection. Moreover, only one OLT location is considered
in theirmodel. Another example is [4], inwhich the split ratio
is not considered.Certainly,MIPmodels canbevery detailed.
Consider the model presented in [15], in which even the cost
and attenuation of splices are considered.Unfortunately, such
models can be utilized for only relatively small use cases, like
a 28-node network considered in [15]. One of a few exam-
ples of using MIP in industrial circles is a work published
by Orange Labs, France [3,7,8]. Their model is practically
justified. However, they considered densely populated urban
areas only. Therefore, in their model the effective reach of
FTTH technologies, which does not exceed 10 km in practice
for 1:64 split [22], is not taken into account. Moreover, they
assume abundant and always available urban underground
infrastructure, which is not necessary the case in small cities
or developing countries. The methodology used in [3,7,8] is
MIP facilitated by the use of valid inequalities and various
algorithmic enhancements. Another recent work by Orange
Labs is [1]. It is similar to our research inmajority of assump-
tions and the methodology used. However, it covers only the
last access part of FTTH network; thus, the authors do not
consider splitting and OLT costs. Still, the detailed view on
the fiber splicing problem presented in [1] is definitely worth
noting.

The tractability issues arising in the FTTH network design
approached by the MIP methodology convinced researchers
to concentrate on heuristic approaches. Below, we discuss
a number of papers dealing with such approaches. In the
survey, we concentrate both on methodologies used in the
cited papers and differences between the model used in our
research and the models used by other researchers.

Consider an FTTH optimization model presented in [19].
To solve it the authors present a 4-step deterministic approach
that first initializes a tree and then divides all ONTs into
groups. For each group an optimal position of a distribution
point is selected using the Bellman–Ford algorithm. Finally,
the authors use a shortest path algorithm for determining
routes of distribution cables and a distance network heuristic
[16] for determining routes of trunk cables. In comparison to
ourmodel, it lacks for instance the costs related toOLTs. One
may claim that those costs are constant, because a number
of the served clients is constant. However, not taking those
costs into account can create undesirable effects when more
than one OLT is considered. In fact, in [24] we show that
the cost of line cards is significant, and it can substantially
vary during the optimization process (allowing for the cable
cost reduction). Another optimization approach is presented
in [21], in which the authors propose an algorithm which is
a mixture of a genetic approach and a spanning tree algo-
rithm. In their model no cascades of splitters are considered.
Similar simplification is adopted in [18], in which Recursive
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Association and Relocation Algorithm (RARA) is proposed
to tackle the FTTH network design problem. RARA is an
extended Cooper’s algorithm [5], which has been used to
solve the multi-facility location allocation problem in logis-
tics studies, and can be considered as a mixture of Simulated
Annealing and various local searches. As far as their model is
concerned, in [18] not only cascades of splitters are not taken
into account, but also the problem of parallel connections is
not adequately addressed.

To summarize, all the approaches presented so far are
either exact approaches based on MIP methodology that
work with simplified models and relatively small networks,
or heuristic approaches that are much faster but in most cases
are virtually not able to provide optimal solutions. In some
papers, a combination of those two approaches is proposed—
a problem is first modeled by aMIP program and then solved
using a heuristic approach. In our research, we use an oppo-
site strategy.Wefirst use a heuristic approach to create a good
starting solution, and then upgrade it using the MIP method-
ology. The obtained solution is used not only as a starting
solution for an MIP solver, but also it is utilized to generate
some vital constraints that limit the size of the problem mak-
ing it approachable by commercially available MIP solvers.
To our knowledge such an approach has so far not been used
in the FTTH network design.

3 Base optimization problem

The MIP methodology can be used in various ways while
designing an FTTH network. In this research, we use it to
upgrade results returned by heuristic algorithms of the opti-
mization framework presented in [24]. The framework takes
into account: locations of demands, available infrastructure,
labor and equipment cost, and technological constraints. It
returns detailed network plans including: network topology,
OLTs, OLT cards, cabinets, splitters, cables, splices, and
splice closures. Taking all thementioned aspects into account
whilemodeling a problemwould result in a tremendous num-
ber of variables and constraints making the obtained model
unsolvable by all state-of-the-art MIP solvers. Therefore, the
problem had to be simplified to make it approachable. As the
main assumptionwas to use theMIPmethodology to upgrade
obtained solutions, the simplification of the model could not
be based on omitting allegedly less important factors, as for
instance splicing. On the contrary, allegedly more important
factors, as for instance OLT locations, had to be fixed and
removed from the model.

The considered problem can be summarized as follows.
We address the problem, denoted by P , that aims at opti-
mizing the capital expenditures necessary for deployment of
an FTTH-OAN network that consists of one or more OLT
devices at the CO site and a set of access points situated

cables site 
equipment 

number of device 
ports used 

bundle layer 
dimensioning 

splices 

number of fibers 
leaving the sites 

number of fibers 
at trunk and 

distribu�on links 

types of cables, 
loca�on of cable 

cuts 

Fig. 2 Problem structure

in or near to CP sites. The network satisfies demands of
every access point (i.e., the sum of demands of ONT devices
connected through that access point) taking into account
admissible splitting scenarios and the power budget of optical
paths.

3.1 Prerequisite data

Problem P requires the following input data:

– catalogue of active and passive equipment,
– topology of the infrastructure (duct) network,
– infrastructure paths selected for every distribution and
access node,

– signal demand of each access node,
– infrastructure nodes (sites) selected for installation of
passive and active equipment.

3.2 Main decision variables

The following decision variables are the subject for optimiza-
tion:

– utilized OLT types (OLT locations are given),
– utilized splitter types and their locations,
– utilized cable types (network topology is given),
– utilized cabinet types (network nodes are given),
– splicing locations and utilized splice closures.

3.3 Problem structure

Taking into account the structure and the complexity of the
complete problem,we split description of its formulation into
four partial problems—represented as ovals in Fig. 2. We
emphasise, that the partial problems remain inter-linked—
semantics of variables linking particular pairs of partial
problems is sketched in rounded rectangles—and what we
approach is the global problem as a whole.
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MIP model for efficient dimensioning of real-world FTTH trees

First, the bundle layer dimensioning partial problem P B

which aims at evaluating the number and types of splitters
installed in every node of the FTTH-OAN network as well
as at selecting the number of OLT cards (of each type) to
be installed at the central office (CO) node. The provided
solution guarantees that every access node, regardless of its
distance to the CO site, is provided with the required number
of optical signals of the sufficient power.

Second, the cables partial problem P I
cable that determines

the number of cables (of every type) installed at each infras-
tructure segment (a duct or an overhead line). The installed
cables are to provide fibers in the number satisfying require-
ments of the bundle layer dimensioning problem.

Third, the splices partial problem P I
splice that computes

the number of optical splices and optical closures of every
type that must be installed in each infrastructure node to sup-
port the solution evaluated in the bundle layer dimensioning
and the cables problems.

Fourth, the site dimensioning partial problem P I
si te which

aims at selecting a site type as well as the number and types
of hardware cabinets installed in every infrastructure site.

3.4 Objective function

The objective of problem P is to minimize the sum of cost
components introduced by every partial problem:

ζ = ζ B + ζ I
cable + ζ I

splice + ζ I
si te. (1)

Symbol ζ denotes the total cost, while ζ B , ζ I
cable, ζ I

splice,

and ζ I
si te denote cost components introduced by, respectively,

bundle layer, cables, splices and site dimensioning partial
problems.

3.5 Problem description layout

To clarify the presentation, we split the problem description
into three parts. The model part (in Section 4) introduces
the architectures and notions expressing the organization of
the FTTH-OAN network. The equipment catalogue part (in
Sect. 4.2) defines a family of catalogue sets that identify
different equipment kinds, and for each kind, a set of crucial
parameters (like cost, capacity, etc.). Finally, the actual prob-
lem formulation part (in Sect. 5) gives detail formulations of
the individual partial problems.

4 FTTH network model

In this section, we present a detailed model of the resources
of an FTTH-OAN networks (see Fig. 1) that is suitable to the
needs of our optimization problem formulation. The model

network fragment 

signal layer 

bundle layer 

demands, spli�ers,  
fibers 

groups of spli�ers 
and fibers 

cable layer 

infrastructure layer 

fibers and  
cables 

ducts, manholes,  
masts 

la
ye

rs
 

equipment 
fragment 

• OLT ports, 
• cabinets, 
• ODFs, 
• cable closures, 
• splices, 
• cable rollouts, 
• pigtails. 

Fig. 3 Model fragments

(see Fig. 3) comprises the network fragment—seeSect. 4.1—
that describes resources of a set of network layers and the
equipment fragment—see Sect. 4.2—that defines a catalogue
of equipment admissible for installation in infrastructure seg-
ments and infrastructure nodes (like segment preparation
types, cables, cable closures, splitters, hardware cabinets,
OLT devices, OLT cards, etc.).

4.1 Network fragment

According to general rules for modeling telecommunication
networks, e.g., [9], we split the network fragment into a stack
of layers where, for each pair of neighbor layers, the upper
layer (the client) takes advantage of resources provided by the
lower layer (the server). We distinguish four layers—going
from the top—the signal layer, the bundle layer, the cable
layer, and finally the infrastructure layer.

We start the description with the signal layer model
(in Sect. 4.1.3) that constitutes a necessary foundation for
our optimization approach, as it identifies elements—signal
nodes and signal links—necessary to provide signal network
connections between OLT and ONT devices. Unfortunately,
as the signal model distinguishes every individual element,
its direct application in the optimization problem formula-
tion would lead to unacceptably large optimization problem
instances. To overcome that difficulty, we introduce the
aggregated bundle layer model (in Sect. 4.1.4) that considers
bundles (groups) of signal nodes and signal links instead of
individual ones. Links of the bundle layer are supported by
optical fibers and optical cables modeled (informally) as the
cable layer (see Sect. 4.1.2). Finally, the infrastructure layer
(in Sect. 4.1.1) models placeholders, e.g., ducts, trenches,
manholes, overhead lines, where cables and active/passive
network devices can be installed.

Due to complex relations between the layers, we arranged
their description in the sequence that does not adhere to the
layer ordering; due to the same reason, description of the lay-
ers is complemented by Sect. 4.1.5 that introduces concepts
referring to every layer.
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Fig. 4 Topology of the infrastructure layer

4.1.1 Infrastructure layer model

The infrastructure layer represents a network of ducts (or
overhead lines) interconnected by manholes (masts) that can
accommodate optical cables supporting one or more ODN
networks. The network is required to be connected, as there
must exist at least one path between the Central Office and
every ONT (and distribution) node.

Topology of the infrastructure layer (see Fig. 4) ismodeled
by undirected graph GI = (N I ,LI ) with set of infrastruc-
ture nodes N I and set of undirected infrastructure links
LI ⊆ N I ×N I . An infrastructure node n ∈ N I , represents
a location, such as a manhole or a mast, in which optical
cables can be terminated, while an infrastructure link l ∈ LI

represents a placeholder, e.g., a trench or an overhead line,
between a pair of infrastructure nodes. Every infrastructure
link can accommodate a number of optical cables.

We distinguish (see Fig. 4) a setN I S ⊆ N I of infrastruc-
ture sites, i.e., such nodes that are equipped to hold either
active devices (OLT, ONT) or signal splitters. These sites,
depending on their location in a network’s service area (cf.
Fig. 1), are partitioned into central office sitesN I SO ≡ {niso}
(the unique central office site niso, is marked in Fig. 1 by
CO), distribution point sites N I SD (marked by DP), access
point sites N I SA (denoted by AP), and customer premise
sites N I SP (marked by CP).

At last we define set P I ⊆ LI , of all infrastructure paths
with a proper subset P I S ⊂ P I of infrastructure trails; by
assumption, for a pair (n1, n2) ∈ N I S × N I S of infrastruc-
ture sites there is selected at most one infrastructure path
p ∈ P I : p ∈ P I S referred to as infrastructure trail of that
pair.

4.1.2 Cable layer model

An infrastructure trail p ∈ P I S , supports a number of parallel
directed fiber connections between a pair of its end infras-

cable segment 

fibre segment 

op�cal splice 

Fig. 5 Fibers and cables

tructure sites. Each fiber connection (see Fig. 5) consists of a
sequence of directed fiber segments, connected temporarily
or permanently at infrastructure nodes by means of ODFs
or optical splices. A fiber segment in turn is a continuous
segment of an optical fiber that (together with other fiber seg-
ments) resides within a single directed optical cable segment.
Finally, the optical cable segment is a continuous segment of
optical cable deployed in an infrastructure path consisting of
one or more infrastructure segments.

4.1.3 Signal layer model

For a single FTTH-OAN network, the signal layer provides
a set of downward signal network connections between ports
of the OLT device (at the CO site) and ONT terminals (at CP
sites) as well as a set of corresponding upward network con-
nections that connects the ONTs to the OLTs. These network
connections are provided by passive ODNs (optical distribu-
tion networks—each ODN is fed with an optical signal from
a single port of the OLT) consisting of a set of signal splitters
(signal layer nodes) interconnected by bidirectional optical
fiber paths (bidirectional signal layer links).

The topology of the signal layer is represented by graph
GS = (N S,LS) consisting of the set of signal nodesN S and
the set of directed signal links LS . Signal nodes N S repre-
sent signal transport functions performed by active (OLT and
ONTs) and passive (splitters) devices. Signal links LS rep-
resent in turn individual optical fiber paths interconnecting
pairs of signal nodes. Set of signal nodes N S is partitioned
(see Fig. 6) into set N SH ≡ {nsh} of head-end nodes (a sin-
gleton representing theOLTdevice), setN SA of access nodes
(representing either ONT or ONU devices), and set N SD

of signal distribution points representing real or null2 split-
ters. SetN SD is further partitioned into setsN SDH ,N SDD ,
andN SDA referred to, respectively, as head-end, distribution,
and access signal distribution points. The partitioning reflects

2 We introduce the notion of null splitter with 1 : 1 split ratio, zero
cost, and zero attenuation.
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Fig. 6 Signal nodes, links, and link connections

the level occupied by particular splitters within involved net-
work connections. Access nodesN SA are the actual sources
of demand—the signal demand of individual access node
n ∈ N SA, i.e., the number of network connections it requires,
is denoted by hS(n).

A signal node n ∈ N S , depending on its class—either
N SH , N SDH , N SDD , N SDA, or N SA—has defined a sub-
set of infrastructure site types—eitherN I SO ,N I SD ,N I SA,
or N I SP—it can be deployed in. To show the feasible allo-
cations, we take advantage of function si_si te(n) : N S �→
N I S , that for a given signal node n ∈ N S , designates its host-
ing infrastructure site s ∈ N I S . The following assignments
are (by assumption) considered as feasible:

– the single head-end signal node nsh ∈ N SH must
be assigned to the single CO site niso ∈ N I SO , i.e.,
si_si te(nsh) ≡ niso,

– every head-end signal distribution point n ∈ N SDH

must be assigned to the single CO site niso, i.e.,
∀n∈N SDH , si_si te(n) ≡ niso,

– each distribution signal distribution point n ∈ N SDD can
be assigned to either the CO site niso or to any DP site
s ∈ N I SD , i.e., ∀n∈N SDD , si_si te(n) ∈ {niso} ∪ N I SD ,

– each access signal distribution point n ∈ N SDA can be
assigned to an infrastructure site of any type but the CP,
i.e, si_si te(n) ∈ N I SO ∪ N I SD ∪ N I SA,

– finally, each access signal node n ∈ N SA, must be
assigned to one of CP infrastructure sites s ∈ N I SP .
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Fig. 7 Bundle nodes and bundle links

4.1.4 Bundle layer model

The signal layer model identifies every individual element
necessary to provide signal network connections between
OLT and ONT devices. As its direct application would lead
to unacceptably large optimization problem instances, we
decided to introduce the aggregated model, called bundle
layer model, that considers bundles (groups) of signal nodes
and signal links instead of individual ones.

The considered bundle layer model consists of directed
graph GB =(N B,LB) with the set of bundle nodesN B and
the set of bundle links LB . Graph GB constitutes a contrac-
tion of graphGS = (N S,LS) of the signal layer, where each
bundle node nb ∈ N B , represents subset N S

b ⊆ N S of the
signal nodes; each bundle link lb ∈ LB : lb ∈ δ(nb) incident
to bundle node nb represents in turn set LS

b = {ls ∈ LS :
ls ∈ δ(N S

b )} of every signal link incident to that selected
subset of signal nodes. To facilitate the mapping between
the signal and bundle layer models, we introduce function
bs_nmap(nb) : N B �→ 2|N S | that defines a subset of signal
nodesN S aggregated to bundle node nb ∈ N B and function
bs_lmap(lnb) : LB �→ 2|LS | that defines a subset of signal
links represented by single bundle link lb.

We identify the following subsets of bundle nodes (cf.
Fig. 7):

– singleton setN BH ≡ {nbh} that aggregates the head-end
signal node nsh and every head-end signal distribution
point nsdh ∈ N SDH , that are located inCO infrastructure
site niso. Referring to the sample network presented in
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M. Mycek et al.

Fig. 7, single bundle head-node nbh aggregates head-end
signal node nsh as well as two head-end signal distribu-
tion points nsdh1 and nsdh2;

– set N BD of distribution bundle nodes; each distribution
bundle node nbd ∈ N BD , corresponds to the CO or a
single DP infrastructure site nis ∈ N I SO ∪ N I SD and
aggregates every distribution signal distribution points
nsdd ∈ N SDD : si_si te(nsdd) = nis , located in that
site. In the sample network (see Fig. 7), there are two
distribution bundle nodes nbd1 and nbd2 that aggregate,
respectively, a subset of distribution signal distribution
points {nsdd1, nsdd2, nsdd3} and {nsdd4};

– set N BA of access bundle nodes; each access bundle
node nba ∈ N BA, relates to a single infrastructure site
nis ∈ N I S , and aggregates every access signal distribu-
tion point nsda ∈ N SDA : si_si te(nsda) = nis as well
as every access signal node nsa ∈ N SA : si_si te(nsa) =
nis located at that site. In the sample network (in Fig. 7),
there are three access bundle nodes nba1, nba2, and nba3
that aggregate, respectively, subsets {nsda1, nsda2, nsa1},
{nsda3, nsa2}, and {nsda4, nsa3} of the signal nodes.

We introduce function c(n) : N BD �→ 2|N BA| that for
each distribution bundle node n ∈ N BD distinguishes a sub-
set {m ∈ N BA : ∃l ∈ LBD, b_a(l) = n ∧ b_b(l) = m} of
bundle access nodes connected to this distribution node by a
bundle link; such set is hereafter referred to as distribution
cone of distribution node n.

Bundle links LB are further split into trunk bundle links
LBH and distribution bundle links LBD that interconnect,
respectively, the head-end bundle node nbh with distribution
bundle node n ∈ N BD , and distribution bundle node n ∈
N BD , with access bundle node m ∈ N BD . With assistance
of functions bb_a(l) : LB �→ N B and bb_b(l) : LB �→
N B that identify, respectively, the start and the end bundle
node of a directed bundle link l ∈ LB , these two sets can
be formally defined as, respectively, LBH = {l ∈ LB :
bb_a(l) ∈ N BH , bb_b(l) ∈ N BD} and LBD = {l ∈ LB :
bb_a(l) ∈ N BD, bb_b(l) ∈ N BA}. Sets LBH and LBD

constitute the partitioning of set LB .
The actual demand for signal network connections is gen-

erated in access bundle nodes N BA; demand hB
n of each

individual access bundle node n ∈ N BA can be computed
using the following expression:

hB(n) =
∑

s∈N SA:s∈bs_nmap(n)

hS(s), n ∈ N BA. (2)

4.1.5 Network fragment concluding remarks

A directed bundle link l ∈ LB , of the bundle layer is
supported by a set of parallel fiber connections between
si_si te(bb_a(l)) and si_si te(bb_b(l)) infrastructure sites.

By assumption, all these fiber connections use the same
infrastructure trail bi_p(l) ∈ P I S (where function bi_p(l) :
LB �→ P I S defines an infrastructure trail taken by every
fiber connection supporting bundle link l).

Consider a directed trunk bundle link from setLBH . Every
fiber connection that supports that link is called a trunk fiber
connection that uses a trunk infrastructure trail and con-
sists of trunk fiber segments (observe that fiber connections
and fiber segments are directed w.r.t. bundle link they sup-
port). Then, every cable segment that contains trunk fibers is
referred to as trunk cable segment and every infrastructure
segment that hosts at least one trunk cable segment is referred
to as trunk infrastructure segment. The same rules hold with
respect to distribution bundle links; thus, they identify dis-
tribution infrastructure trails, distribution fiber connections,
distribution fiber segments, distribution cables, and finally
distribution infrastructure segments.

According to the above rules, we identify set of trunk
infrastructure trails P I SH and set of distribution infras-
tructure trails P I SD . We denote sets of trunk infrastructure
segments and distribution infrastructure segments by, respec-
tively, LI H ⊆ LI and LI D ⊆ LI ; we emphasise that sets
LI H and LI D generally do not constitute the partitioning of
set LI , i.e., an infrastructure link from set LI can belong to
both, either, or neither of these sets.

We assume that all trunk infrastructure trails from set
P I SH that use a single trunk infrastructure segment from
setLI H traverse the segment in the same direction (the same
rule holds in the context of distribution infrastructure trails
P I SD and distribution infrastructure segments LI D). Thus,
trunk, as well as distribution, infrastructure segments can
be considered as directed. Functions i i_a(l) : LI �→ N I

and i i_b(l) : LI �→ N I defines, respectively, the starting
and the terminating infrastructure nodes of the infrastructure
segment.

Observe that trunk segments in set LI H constitute a
directed tree with the root at the CO site niso, while distri-
bution segments in set LI D constitute a forest of directed
trees, each rooted at a site that hosts a distribution bun-
dle node from set N BD . Thus, for each trunk segment
l ∈ LI H there is none or exactly one ancestor trunk seg-
ment i i_ah(l) (satisfying i i_b(i i_ah(l)) = i i_a(l)) that
connects segment l to its corresponding trunk tree. Simi-
larly, for each distribution segment k ∈ LI D there is none or
exactly one ancestor distribution segment i i_ad(k) (satisfy-
ing i i_b(i i_ad(k)) = i i_a(k)) that connects segment k to
its distribution tree.

4.2 Equipment catalogue fragment

The equipment fragment completes the network fragment
with catalogue sets defining types of physical equipment
admissible for installation at infrastructure nodes, infras-
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MIP model for efficient dimensioning of real-world FTTH trees

Table 1 Equipment catalogue sets

Name Catalogue Section

T a Optical cables 4.2.9

T c OLT cards 4.2.1

T e Cabinets 4.2.6

T f Sites 4.2.5

T g Segment preparations 4.2.10

T o OLT devices 4.2.2

T q Fiber splices 4.2.7

T r Optical splitters 4.2.3

T 3r Splitter combinations 4.2.4

T u Splice closures 4.2.8

tructure segments, and sites of an FTTH network. Every
catalogue set is denoted by T with a lowercase upper index;
the same lowercase index is used for distinguishing proper-
ties of an instance of a particular type. Parameters common
to every type, like cost or capacity, are denoted by lowercase
Greek letters ς and η with appropriate upper indices.

A brief list of catalogue sets is listed in Table 1.

4.2.1 OLT cards

Set of OLT card types T c identifies types of OLT cards that
can be deployed in OLT devices. Each card type c ∈ T c, is
characterized by its cost ςc, number ηc of ports, and trans-
mission power pc of each port.

4.2.2 OLT devices

Set of OLT device types T o identifies admissible types of
OLT devices. Each OLT device type o ∈ T o, is characterized
by its cost ςo, weight wo (i.e., the amount of OLT capacity
η f o it requires in the hosting site), maximum number ηo of
OLT cards it can hold, and set T c(o) ⊆ T c of OLT card types
it can host.

4.2.3 Optical splitters

Set T r identifies admissible types of symmetrical optical
splitters. Each particular type of splitter r ∈ T r , is character-
ized by its cost ςr , split ratio ηr , and attenuation ar a splitter
of this type introduces into a signal network connection. Set
T r contains admissible real splitters complemented by an
artificial null splitter r1 with ηr

1 = 1, ar
1 = 0, and ςr1 = 0.

The operation facilitates the modeling process by preserving
structural homogeneity of every network connection.

4.2.4 Admissible splitter combinations

Set of admissible triples of splitter typesT 3r ⊆ T r×T r×T r

facilitates reduction of the number of splitting combinations
taken into account in the optimization problemwhat can lead
to significant reductionof the computation time.3 To facilitate
the formulation, we additionally introduce set of admissible
splitter type pairsT 2r ⊆ T r×T r ; certainly, setsT 3r andT 2r

must be consistent, i.e.,T 2r = {(r, s) : ∃(t, u, v) ∈ T 3r , r =
t, s = v}.

4.2.5 Sites

Each site type f ∈ T f , represents one of possible site
arrangements, e.g., a dedicated building, a street cabinet,
a pole box, etc.; it is characterized by its cost ς f and two
capacity parameters—cabinet capacityη f e andOLTcapacity
η f o—that define the maximum total weight of, respectively,
cabinets and OLT devices a site of the particular type can
host.

4.2.6 Hardware cabinets

Equipment deployed within a site is installed in one or
more hardware cabinets (equipment racks). Each cabinet type
e ∈ T e, is characterized by its weight we (i.e., the amount of
cabinet space η f e it consumes within a hosting site), cost ςe,
and the maximum number of splitter ports ηe it can accom-
modate.

4.2.7 Fiber splices

A fiber splice models permanent connection between two
fiber segments. We distinguish only one splice type with cost
ςq (deployment of a splice requires engagement of skilled
personnel and specialized tools) and attenuation aq .

4.2.8 Cable closures

There is a given number of cable closure types listed in set
T u ; each type u ∈ T u , is characterized by its cost ςu and
capacity ηu , i.e., the number of fiber splices it can accommo-
date.

3 Introduction of this set is an outcome of discussions conducted with
our industrial partners. They are in the position that it is a common
trend to limit the number of patterns used in the network to preserve
homogeneity and to reduce operational costs.
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M. Mycek et al.

4.2.9 Cables

Set T a comprises all admissible cable types; cable type a ∈
T a , is characterized by its cost ςa and by the number of fibers
ηa it contains.

Cable types can additionally differ in terms of their
mechanical construction, external shielding, etc. Installation
restrictions related to these additional parameters are taken
into account in the specification of the segment preparation
catalogue set—see the next section.

4.2.10 Infrastructure segment preparations

We define set T g of every segment preparation, i.e., of every
technique—like towing, blowing, pulling-in, etc.—that can
be used to install a cable segment. Each particular tech-
nique (segment preparation) g ∈ T g , due to its mechanical
and operational requirements, can be applied to only subset
T a(g) of cable types.

Each infrastructure segment l ∈ LI , is described by a
subset of admissible segment preparation types T g(l) ⊆ T g .

To facilitate the model formulation, we take advantage of
auxiliary set T a(l) ⊆ T a = ⋃

g∈T g T a(g), l ∈ LI of cable
types admissible for installation at infrastructure segment i ∈
LI .

4.2.11 Common constants

We take advantage of the following additional constant
parameters:

– common fiber attenuation per kilometer, denoted by a,
– common signal power expected at the input port ONT/
ONUdevice, denoted by tc. The value of this constant can
take into account not only the sensitivity of the receiving
port but also some additional reserve to compensate aging
of optical fibers and components, thermal fluctuations,
manipulation, etc. This constant can be easily differenti-
ated between particular access nodes not introducing any
additional complexity to the optimization problem.

5 Partial problems detail formulations

This section gives detail formulations of the partial
problems—namely the bundle layer dimensioning partial
problem P B , the cable partial problem P I

cable, the splice
partial problem P I

splice, and the site partial problem P I
si te

(as introduced in Sect. 3). The mentioned partial problems
are described, respectively, in Sects. 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4.
Each of these sections comprises four parts: the assump-
tions part (containing assumptions taken in relation to each
partial problem; the assumptions have found strong moti-

vation in design and operations practices followed by our
industrial partners), the decision variable definition part, the
feasible set definition part, and the cost component part. The
cable, splice, and the site partial problems contain additional
description of variables that link their decision variables with
variables of the bundle layer dimensioning partial problem.

The optimization problem aims at minimization of the
total cost of the network deployment (1) (see Sect. 3).

5.1 Bundle layer dimensioning partial problem

The bundle layer dimensioning partial problem aims at eval-
uating the number and types of splitters installed at the head,
distribution, and access bundle nodes. Moreover, it selects
the number and types of OLT cards installed at the CO site.
The provided solution guarantees that every CP site, regard-
less its distance to the CO site, is provided with a sufficiently
strong optical signal.

5.1.1 Assumptions

It is assumed that:

– there is exactly one head-end bundle node nbh ,
– distribution cone bb_c(n) of each distribution bundle

node n ∈ N BD , is given,
– the physical length of every infrastructure trail is given;
thus, the distance from each access bundle node a ∈
N BA, to the head-end bundle node is also known,

– every signal network connection that satisfies demand of
a given access bundle node n ∈ N BA, shares the same
distribution infrastructure trail p ∈ P I SD , as well as the
same trunk infrastructure trail q ∈ P I SH ,

– only symmetrical splitters with uniform splitting ratios
are admissible.

The first three assumptions result from the way the pre-
sented model is used, i.e., to upgrade solutions returned by
heuristic methods by changing sizes of cables and replacing
splitters and cabinets. Therefore, trails and their lengths are
given and are not subject to changes. The fourth assumption
constraints the base (to be upgraded) solutions to use a sin-
gle path for a single demand. In the paper, resiliency is not
taken into account. Therefore, solutions that use more than
one path to reach a single customer most probably would not
be cost effective. Finally, we restrict our research to sym-
metrical splitters, because they appear to be much common
in use. Still, our model can be extended to cover the case of
asymmetric splitters.
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MIP model for efficient dimensioning of real-world FTTH trees

5.1.2 Decision variables

The signal layer partial problem introduces the following
decision variables.

Integer variables Rcr ∈ Z+, Rvcr ∈ Z+, and Rtcr ∈ Z+,
that represent the number of splitters of type r ∈ T r , being
fed from an OLT card of type c ∈ T c, installed, respectively,
at the head-end, distribution v ∈ N BD , or access t ∈ N BA,
bundle nodes.

Variable Xvcr ∈ R+, that represents the number of signal
links at a trunk bundle link leading from the head-end bundle
node nbh to distribution bundle node v ∈ N BD , fed from an
OLT card of type c ∈ T c, and connected at the head-end
bundle node to a splitter of type r ∈ T r .

Variable Xvtcrs ∈ R+, that represents the number of sig-
nal links at distribution bundle link l ∈ LBD , leading from
distribution bundle node v ∈ N BD : bb_a(l) = v, to access
bundle node t ∈ c(v) : v = bb_b(l), in v’s distribution cone;
the signal links are fed from an OLT card of type c ∈ T c,
and are connected at their distribution v and access t bundle
nodes to splitters of type, respectively, r ∈ T r , and s ∈ T r .

Integer variable Zvcnm ∈ Z+, that represents the number
of signal links at a trunk bundle link connecting the head-end
bundle node to distribution bundle node v ∈ N BD , fed from
an OLT card of type c ∈ T c, and connected to a splitter of
type n ∈ T r , at the head-end bundle node and to a splitter
of type m ∈ T r , at distribution bundle node v, such that
(n,m) ∈ T 2r .

Finally, integer variable Cc ∈ Z+, represents the number
of OLT cards of type c ∈ C, installed at the head-end node
nbh .

5.1.3 Feasible set

To simplify the formulation, we hereafter assume that set
T c is a singleton, i.e., there is exactly one type of an OLT
card that can be installed at the head-end bundle node nbh ;
thus, we can skip indexing set T c in constraints (3a)–(3f).
Then, the signal layer partial problem can be presented in
the following form.

∑

v∈N BD

Xvcr ≤ Rcrη
r , r ∈ T r , (3a)

∑

r :∃(r,s)∈T 2r

Zvcrs = Rvcs, v ∈ N BD, s ∈ T r , (3b)

∑

s:∃(r,s)∈T 2r

Zvcrs ≤ Xvcr , v ∈ N BD, r ∈ T r , (3c)

∑

t∈bb_c(v)

Xvtcrs ≤ Zvcrsη
s, v∈ N BD, (r, s) ∈ T 2r , (3d)

∑

w∈T r

Rtcw ≤
∑

(r,s)∈T 2r

Xvtcrs, v ∈ N BD, t ∈ bb_c(v), (3e)

Rtcw ≤
∑

(r,s)∈T 2r
t

Xvtcrs, v ∈ N BD, t ∈ bb_c(v), w ∈ T r ,

(3f)∑

s∈T c:ps≥pu

∑

r∈T r

Rsr ≤
∑

c∈T c:pc≥pu

Ccη
c, u ∈ T c, (3g)

∑

c∈T c,w∈T r

Rtcwηw ≥ h(t), t ∈ N BA. (3h)

Constraints (3a) ensure that the total number of signal
links at trunk bundle links that are connected at the head-
end node to splitters of type r ∈ T r , is not greater than the
total number of output ports of such splitters installed at the
head-end node.

Constraints (3b) enforce that the number of signal links
entering distribution node v ∈ N BD , and connected in-there
to splitters of type s ∈ T r , is equal to the number of such
splitters installed at node v.

Constraints (3c) enforce consistency between variables
Zvcrs and Xvcr stating that the number Xvcrs of signal links
at trunk bundle link l ∈ LBD : bb_a(l) = nbh, bb_b(l) =
v, which are connected to splitters of type r ∈ T r , at the
head-end node and terminated at splitters of type s ∈ T r , at
distribution node v, is lower than the total number Zvcrs of
signal links at this bundle link connected to splitters of type
r at the head-end node.

Similarly, constraints (3d) enforce consistency between
variables Zvcrs and Xvtcrs stating that the number of signal
links entering access node t ∈ N BA, and split at the head-
end and distribution nodes (nbh, v), v ∈ N BD , by splitters
of type (r, s) ∈ T 2r , does not exceed the number of output
ports of s-type splitters installed at node v, as enforced by
respective Zvcrs variables.

Constraints (3e) ensure that the total number of splitters
installed at access node t ∈ N BA, does not exceed the total
number of signal links entering that node.

Then, constraints (3f) state that the number of w-type
splitters installed at access node t ∈ N BA, does not exceed
the number of signal links entering that node that deliver a
sufficiently strong signal. It takes advantage of an auxiliary
set T 2r

t ⊆ T 2r of splitter pairs that guarantees satisfac-
tion of the power budget at access bundle node t defined
as T 2r

t = {(r, s) ∈ T 2r : ∃(a, b, w) ∈ T 3r , a = r, b =
s, arsw + dt · a ≤ tc}, where a denotes an attenuation intro-
duced to optical signal by one kilometer of a fiber and tc (see
Sect. 4.2.11) denotes the power of optical signal required at
input ports of ONT/ONU devices.

Constraints (3g) establish the number Cc of OLT cards
of type c ∈ T c, installed at the head-end node, such that
all splitters installed at the head-end node are fed with a
sufficiently strong optical signal.

Finally, constraints (3h) state that every signal demand
h(t), t ∈ N BA is satisfied; thus, the total number of output
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signal links of access node t ∈ N BA, (which is limited from
above by the number of output ports of splitters installed
in-there) is not lower than the number of optical signals it
requires.

5.1.4 Induced cost

Formulation (3) enforce the installation of specific
equipment—OLT cards and optical splitters—at the head-
end, distribution, and access bundle nodes. The total cost of
this equipment, referred hereafter to as ζ B , is expressed by
the following equation.

ζ B =
∑

c∈T c

Ccς
c +

∑

c∈T c

∑

r∈Rr

Rcrς
r + (4a)

∑

v∈N BD

∑

c∈T c

∑

r∈T r

Rvcrς
r + (4b)

∑

t∈N BA

∑

c∈T c

∑

r∈T r

Rtcrς
r . (4c)

in which consecutive lines (4a), (4b), and (4c) express costs
of equipment installed at, respectively, the head-end, distri-
bution, and access bundle nodes.

5.2 Cable partial problem

The cable partial problem consists in evaluating the number
and types of trunk and distribution cables to be installed at
each infrastructure segment l ∈ LI . The installed cables are
to provide the number of trunk and distribution fibers, as
required in the bundle layer partial problem P B .

5.2.1 Assumptions

We apply the following (simplifying) assumptions:

– distribution bundle links of different distribution bundle
nodes do not share infrastructure segments,

– there is at most one trunk cable at an infrastructure seg-
ment,

– there is at most one distribution cable at an infrastructure
segment,

– infrastructure segment can be attributed with at most one
segment preparation,

– trunk and distribution fiber segments cannot share a cable
segmentmeaning that a distribution fiber and a trunk fiber
cannot be buried in the same cable.

The assumptions are introduced not only to make the
resulting optimization problem more tractable, but also to
simplify the deployment, management, and maintenance of
resulting networks. It is worth to notice that the first four

assumptions do not restrict spectrum of possible resulting
designs, because multiple cables at a same segment can be
introduced in input data by adding cable types that in fact
consist of a number of independent parallel physical cables.
The fifth assumption restricts the region of feasible solutions
by eliminating some designs that could prove to be cost-
effective. However, according to our preliminary research,
cases when a trunk fiber and a distribution fiber can share
a cable are not frequent. What is more, the lengths of those
shared segments are too small to justify splicing a large num-
ber of fibers when the segments end. Summarizing, the fifth
assumption increases costs of obtained solutions. However,
the increase is not significant and in our opinion does not jus-
tify complicating themodel at this level. Still, we believe that
the fifth assumption can be mitigated in lower level models
or in actual network deployments.

5.2.2 Linking variables

We introduce variables X I H
l ∈ R+ : l ∈ LI H and X I D

k ∈
R+ : k ∈ LI D to link the cable partial problem with the bun-
dle layer partial problem presented in Sect. 5.1. These two
variables represent the required number of fibers at, respec-
tively, trunk segment l ∈ LI H , and at distribution segment
k ∈ LI D . They are linked to the variables of the bundle layer
partial problem by constraints (5).

X I H
i =

∑

c∈T c

∑

r∈T r

∑

v∈N BD
i

Xvcr , i ∈ LI H , (5a)

X I D
i =

∑

c∈T c

∑

r∈T r

∑

v∈N BD

∑

t∈c(v)∩N BA
i

X BD
vtcr , i ∈ LI D .

(5b)

In constraints (5) we exploit a set of distribution bundle
nodes N BD

i and a set of access bundle nodes N BA
i whose

infrastructure trails take advantage of infrastructure segment
i ∈ LI ; these sets are defined by the following expressions:

N BD
i = {v ∈ N BD : ∃l ∈ LBH , bb_b(l) = v, i ∈ bi_p(l)}

(6a)

N BA
i ={t ∈ N BA : ∃l ∈ LBD, bb_b(l) = t, i ∈ bi_p(l)}.

(6b)

5.2.3 Decisions variables

For each infrastructure segment l ∈ LI , we introduce binary
variable GI

lg ∈ {0, 1}, to indicate which segment preparation
g ∈ T g(l), has been selected in that segment.

The number of fibers to be installed in trunk and distribu-
tion cables at infrastructure segment l ∈ LI , is then expressed
by integer variables, respectively, Z I H

l ∈ Z+ and Z I D
l ∈ Z+;
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MIP model for efficient dimensioning of real-world FTTH trees

the actual number of trunk and distribution cables of each par-
ticular type a ∈ T a(l), installed in-there is represented by,
respectively, integer variables AI H

la ∈ Z+ and AI D
la ∈ Z+.

5.2.4 Feasible set

Hereafter we present constraints (7) that enforce dimen-
sioning of only distribution cables at infrastructure segment
i ∈ LI D . The complete formulationwould require in addition
the analogous set of constraints for dimensioning of trunk
cables.

∑

g∈T g

G I
lg ≤ 1, l ∈ LI D, (7a)

AI D
la ≤

∑

g∈T g(l):a∈T a(g)

GI
lg, l ∈ LI D, a ∈ T a(l), (7b)

∑

a∈T a(l)

AI D
la ≤

∑

g∈T g(l)

GI
lg, l ∈ LI D, (7c)

Z I D
l =

∑

a∈T a(l)

AI D
la ηa, l ∈ LI D, (7d)

Z I D
l ≥ X I D

l , l ∈ LI D. (7e)

Constraints (7a) enforce that each infrastructure distribution
segment l ∈ LI D , is assigned with at most one segment
preparation type.

Constraints (7b) and (7c) state that type a ∈ T a(l), of
distribution cable installed in segment l ∈ LI A, is consis-
tent with cable preparation type g ∈ Gg(l), selected for that
segment.

Constraints (7d) set the value of variable Z I D
l to the total

number of fibers in distribution cables installed at segment l.
Finally, constraints (7e) ensure that the number of fibers

Z I D
l in distribution cables installed at infrastructure segment

l is sufficient.

5.2.5 Induced cost

Formulation (7) selects segment preparation for distribution
(and in the complete version, trunk) infrastructure segments
and establishes the number and types of distribution (and
trunk) cables deployed in-there. The related cost ζ I

cable can
be evaluated with the following expression:

ζ I
cable =

∑

l∈LI

∑

g∈T g(l)

GI
lgς

g+ (8a)

∑

l∈LI

∑

a∈T a(l)

AI H
la ςa+ (8b)

∑

l∈LI

∑

a∈T a(l)

AI D
la ςa . (8c)

5.3 Splices and closures partial problem

The splices and closures partial problem aims at deciding on
splicing of optical fibers at infrastructure nodes. Moreover,
it decides on types of closures that protect groups of splices
in trunk or distribution cables.

5.3.1 Assumptions

None.

5.3.2 Decision variables

Integer variable QI D
l ∈ Z+, represents the number of dis-

tribution splices at the starting node i i_a(l) of distribution
segment l ∈ LI D .

Variable W ID
n ∈ R+, represents the number of splices

that are necessary to connect access bundle node n ∈ N BA

to collocated site s ∈ N I S : s = si_si te(n) (despite its
domain, the variable receives integer value at the optimal
solution). No splices are necessary if an entire cable enters a
site.

Binary variable U I D
lu ∈ {0, 1}, decides if closure of type

u ∈ T u , is installed at the terminating infrastructure node
i i_b(l) of distribution infrastructure segment l ∈ LI D .

Binary variable gI Dl ∈ {0, 1}, indicates if distribution
cable at distribution segment l ∈ N I A, has been cut, i.e.,
if splices are required at the starting node i i_a(l) of this seg-
ment.

Finally, binary variable Y I D
n ∈ {0, 1}, decides if at node

n ∈ N I S , there is a need for cutting fibers going to the
collocated access site s ∈ N I SA : n = s.

5.3.3 Feasible set

Because splices and closures at trunk and distribution cables
are installed according to the same rules, we restrict the
description solely to distribution cables.

AI D
la = AI D

ka:k=i i_pd(l) + gI Dl , l ∈ LI D, a ∈ T a, (9a)

QI D
l ≥ X I D

l − (1 − gI Dl )M, l ∈ LI D, (9b)
∑

n∈N BA:k∈bi_pd(n)∧i i_b(k)=bi_si te(n)

(1 − Y I D
n )+

∑

l∈LI D :i i_pd(l)=k

(1 − gI Dl ) ≤ 1, k ∈ LI D, (9c)

∑

u∈T u

U I D
lu ≤ 1, l ∈ LI D, (9d)

∑

n∈N BA: j∈bi_pd(n)∧i i_b( j)=bi_si te(n)

W ID
n +
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access 
node 

towards 
the CO  
site 

towards 
further 
access nodes 

access 
node 

towards 
the CO  
site 

no further 
other  
access nodes 

(a) cut

(b) no cut

Fig. 8 Necessary cable cut in a non-leaf site

∑

k∈LI D :i i_pd(k)= j

Q I D
j ≤

∑

u∈T u

U I D
ju ηu, j ∈ LI D . (9e)

Constraints (9a) enforce a cable-cut on a distribution cable
at infrastructure node n ∈ N I , in every case when node n
is a common node of two consecutive distribution segments
k ∈ LI D , and l ∈ LI D , (such that n = i i_bd(k) and n =
i i_ad(l), or equivalently, k = i i_pd(l)) that host distribution
cables of different types.

Constraints (9b) set the lower limit on the number of dis-
tribution splices QI D

l at the starting node of infrastructure
distribution segment l ∈ LI A, to the number of distribution
fibres X I D

l required at segment l (if there is a distribution
cable cut at node n ∈ N I A : i i_ad(l)), or to zero, other-
wise; the big-M coefficient (denoted as M) is required to be
bigger than the number of fibers in the thickest cable type in
catalogue set T a , i.e., M ≥ maxa∈T a ηa .

Constraints (9c) (see Fig. 8) ensure that, if infrastruc-
ture site s ∈ N I S , hosts an access bundle node n ∈
N BA, bi_si te(n) = s, which is not a leaf of the FTTH tree
(case a) in Fig. 8, the (single, by the assumption of Sect. 5.2)
distribution cable that goes through this node must be cut.
Otherwise (case b) the cable as a whole can enter the site.

Finally, constraints (9d) and (9e) enforce that distribution
splices at the starting end of distribution infrastructure link
l ∈ LI D are enclosed within exactly one cable closure.

5.3.4 Induced cost

Splices and closures contribute to the total cost with the fol-
lowing cost components:

ζ I
splice =

∑

l∈LI D

QI D
l ςq +

∑

n∈N BA

W I D
n ς s+ (10a)

∑

l∈LI D

U I D
lu ςu, (10b)

where line (10a) represents the total cost of splices, while
line (10b) represents the total cost of installed closures.

5.4 Site equipment partial problem

The site equipment partial problem consists in evaluating the
type and the amount of equipment installed at every infras-
tructure site.

5.4.1 Assumptions

None.

5.4.2 Linking variables

The total number of signal links incoming to/outgoing from
infrastructure site s ∈ N I S , necessary for attaching head-
end (N BH ≡ {niso}), distribution d ∈ N BD , and access
a ∈ N BA, bundle nodes hosted in-there is represented,
respectively, by variables UBH− ∈ Z+, UBD+

s ∈ Z+,
UBD−
s ∈ Z+, UBA+

s ∈ Z+, and UBA−
s ∈ Z+ that can be

easily expressed by means of variables of the signal partial
problem.

5.4.3 Decision variables

We use the following decision variables:

– to designate site type f ∈ T f assigned to site s ∈ N I S ,
we use binary variable Fs f ∈ {0, 1},

– the number of cabinets of type e ∈ T e, installed at infras-
tructure site s ∈ N I S , for hosted in-there head-end (nbh),
distribution N BD ⊆ N B , and access N BA ⊆ N B , bun-
dle nodes is represented, respectively, by integer variables
EBH
ue ∈ Z+, EBD

ue ∈ Z+, and EBA
ue ∈ Z+,

– the number of OLT devices of type o ∈ T o installed at
CO site niso is represented by integer variable Oo ∈ Z+.

5.4.4 Feasible set

The site equipment partial problem introduces the following
constraints.

∑

f ∈T f (s)

Fs f ≤ 1, s ∈ N I S, (11a)

∑

e∈T e

(EBH
se + EBD

se + EBA
se ) ≤

∑

f ∈Fu

η f e, s ∈ N I S, (11b)
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MIP model for efficient dimensioning of real-world FTTH trees

∑

o∈T o

ηoOo ≤
∑

f ∈T f (u)

Fn f η
f o, (n ≡ niso), (11c)

∑

c∈T c

Wc ≤
∑

o∈T o

Ooη
o, (n ≡ niso), (11d)

UBH− ≤
∑

e∈T e

E BH
ue ηe, (n ≡ niso), (11e)

UBD+ +UBD− ≤
∑

e∈T e

E BD
ue ηe, s ∈ N I S, (11f)

UBA+ +UBA− ≤
∑

e∈T e

E BA
ue ηe, s ∈ N I S . (11g)

Constraints (11a) state that site s ∈ N I S is of at most one
site type f ∈ T f .

Then, constraints (11b) and (11c) ensure that the total
weight of cabinets and the total weight of OLT devices
installed at site s ∈ N I S do not exceed cabinet η f e and
OLT η f o capacity of that site.

Next, constraints (11d) guarantee thatOLTdevices installed
at the CO site can hold a required number of OLT cards of
required types.

Finally, constraints (11e), (11f), and (11g) ensure that cab-
inets installed at infrastructure sites are able to accommodate
the required number of signal links, either trunk or distribu-
tion, entering/leaving those sites.

5.4.5 Induced cost

Equipment installed in various sites of the FTTH network
add new components to the total cost of the network design
(we remember that the costs of OLT cards and optical split-
ters have already been taken into account in Sect. 5.1.4 with
equations (3)). The additional components are expressed by
the following equation.

ζ I
si te =

∑

s∈N I S

∑

e∈T e

(EBH
se + EBD

se + EBA
use )ς

e+ (12a)

∑

s∈N I S

∑

f ∈T f (s)

Fs f ς
f +

∑

o∈T o

Ooς
o, (12b)

in which line (12a) represents the total cost of installed
cabinets, while line (12b) represents the total cost of site
preparations and the cost of installed OLT devices.

6 Numerical results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the presented
MIP approach. First, we present the testing methodology
used in our experiments. It is followed by a discussion on
various simplifications and important setting modifications
improving performance of the model. The third subsection

covers profits the presented MIP method is able to generate.
The section ends with a discussion on obtained optimality
gaps.

6.1 Testing methodology

The proposed approach was implemented in AMPL and
testedusingCPLEX12.6on aFujitsuRX200 server equipped
with two Intel Xeon E5-2620v2 6C/12T 2.10GHz processors
with 10 cores (20 threads) and 64 GB of RAM dedicated
exclusively to our research. The method was compared to
a heuristic approach presented in [24], which was imple-
mented in C# using Visual Studio 2010. Both methods were
run under Windows Server 2012.

Test cases were obtained using optimization algorithms
of the framework presented in [24] on real-world FTTH
design problems in Warsaw. The city is an interesting
mixture of various building patterns starting from busi-
ness districts of skyscrapers, through residential districts of
MDUs (multi-dwelling-units), ending at vast areas of SFRs
(single-family-residentials). Algorithms utilized to optimize
head-end and distribution point locations were based on
the simulated annealing. Starting from a number of random
head-end and distribution point locations and significantly
shortening the optimization time we were able to obtained
rational designs characterized by notably different locations
of head-end and distribution nodes. Therefore, the obtained
test cases were by no mean a set of similar FTTH OAN
instances.

Distribution and trunk trees are optimized using the sim-
ulated annealing. Starting trees are selected using a method
that is a compromise between the shortest path algorithm and
theminimumspanning tree algorithm.Neighboring solutions
are obtained using the same compromise method by setting
costs of some edges to zero. This way a large number of dif-
ferent, but reasonable and cost-efficient distribution and trunk
trees can be tested. Finally, initial set of utilized splitter com-
binations is also optimized using the simulated annealing.
Assuming that each demand can be served either by the min-
imum number of splitters or by a set of splitters, which is the
smallest andminimizes the number of unused outputs, neigh-
boring solutions are obtained by randomly selecting one of
the two ways each demand is served. Details of the methods
can be found in [24].

Twenty different designs of FTTH networks covering
Warsaw were used. In total, the designs constituted of 200
different FTTHOANs, which varied in terms of their dimen-
sions and capacities.4 General statistics concerning the test
cases can be found in Table 2.

4 To protect interests of our industrial partners one constant that signifi-
cantly influences the optimal number of FTTHOANs coveringWarsaw
was changed while generating the test cases. Therefore, the authors by
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M. Mycek et al.

Table 2 Test cases

Min Mean Max

Demands 321 994 1440

Clients 13,152 23,308 36,849

Edges 740 2107 3179

Edges total length 38.1 km 67.8 km 106.0 km

The testing methodology was as follows. First, the heuris-
tic method of [24] was run for time theur . The obtained
solution was used as a starting solution for the MIP method,
which was run for time tM I P . The total time was denoted by
ttotal = theur + tM I P . In the experiments, we examined dif-
ferent values of theur and tM I P comparing the total costs of
obtained designs. The results are discussed in the following
sections.

6.2 Simplifications and settings

The sizes of test cases and the quantities of different types
of possible equipment do not allow to run the presented MIP
model in the raw form. To use themodel efficiently, a number
of enhancements had to be implemented. First of all, we took
a closed look to varieties of different equipment catalogue
sets. In the experiments, we considered three different pos-
sible types of cabinets, two types of OLTs, six splitter types,
three types of splice closures, and seventeen different cable
types. Example cost values can be found in Table 3. For the
most of equipment catalogue sets computationally reason-
able number of types were used. Two apparent exceptions
were the cable catalogue set and the splitter catalogue set.
As far as the former set is concerned, we decided to limit the
number of possible cable types to three for each edge taking:
the cable type that had been selected by the heuristic method,
one cable type that is slightly thinner than the selected (if pos-
sible), and one cable that is slightly thicker than the selected
(if possible). The considered number of splitter types is not
as large as the considered number of cable types. However,
in the model, splitters depend on each other creating splitter
combinations consisting of three ordered splitter types. Con-
sidering six splitter types the number of feasible (satisfying
the splitting ratio constraint) splitter combinations reaches
almost one hundred. Therefore, in the research we decided
to limit the number of feasible combinations only to those
that appeared for a given FTTH OAN in the heuristic solu-
tion. This way the sizes of catalogue sets were significantly
reduced and the problem became approachable for commer-
cial MIP solvers. Notice that because of reducing the sizes of

Footnote 4 continued
nomean claim that 10 is the optimal number of FTTHOANs that should
be used in Warsaw.

Table 3 Example cost values

Equipment Cost

OLT with 8 card slots 6000

Card with 8 B-class lasers 8000

Splitter 1:2 10

Splitter 1:64 120

Single splice 2

1 km of a 6-fiber cable 3000

Closure accommodating up to 12 splices 20

Cabinet serving up to 500 fibers 1500

catalogue sets we neither can assure that solutions returned
by MIP solvers are optimal nor that the obtained optimality
gap is meaningful. However, it does not influence the gen-
eral conclusion of our research—using MIP modeling can
improve upper bounds of real-world FTTH tree cost mini-
mization problems.

Still, even with the proposed reduction of the problem but
using the CPLEX solver’s default settings, the upper bound
obtained using the heuristic solution was seldom upgraded.
The issue was addressed using a special feature of the solver.
Namely, fourth part of available time tM I P was used by the
ordinaryCPLEX’sB&B,while the remaining timewas given
to the special CPLEX’s B&B that concentrates on polishing
a solution. Changing those settings allowed the presented
MIP model to generate significant savings, as shown in the
following subsection.

6.3 Gain

Using the above methodology, the ability of the presented
MIP approach to improve heuristic solutions was evaluated.
The results are presented in Fig. 9, in which the gains are
indicated for different values of time limits theur and tM I P .
Consider cstart as a cost of a solution that uses engineering
rules of [24] for the splitting pattern selection and c f inish

as a cost of a solution that optimized those splitting patterns
using the methodology of the previous section. Then the gain
is understood as

cstart−c f inish
cstart

. Notice that c f inish should be
smaller than cstart .

In the experiments, five different values of the total run-
ning time were used, namely: 10, 100, 300, 1000, and
10,000 s. The total time was divided between theur and tM I P

in five different ways, namely:

– theur = 0, tM I P = ttotal
– theur = ttotal , tM I P = 0
– theur = 1

2 · ttotal , tM I P = 1
2 · ttotal

– theur = 1
5 · ttotal , tM I P = 4

5 · ttotal
– theur = 4

5 · ttotal , tM I P = 1
5 · ttotal
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10,000 s

Fig. 9 Obtained gain

The obtained results are easily interpretable when the total
running time was either small (10 and 100 s) or large
(10,000 s). In the first case, the time limit was too small for
the MIP approach that needs a significant amount of time for
CPLEX’s pre-computations and cut generations; thus, pri-
oritizing the approach, i.e., increasing fraction tM I P/ttotal ,
only led to decreasing the time used for the actual optimiza-
tion performed by the heuristic approach. On the other hand,
when ttotal is sufficiently large, the MIP approach can easily
exhibit its superiority over the heuristic approach. It is per-
fectly indicated in Fig. 9 when ttotal equals 10,000 s. If time
limits are sufficiently large, the MIP approach outperforms
the heuristic approach. In addition, it does not have to be
guided, i.e., be provided with a high quality starting solution,
but is equally efficient when solely a reasonable starting solu-
tion is provided (based on engineering rules, for instance).
The situation becomes more complicated when average time
limits are considered (300 or 1000 s in our case). The results
indicate that for average time limits the MIP approach had to
be appropriately guided to exhibit its capabilities to the full
extent. When the whole time span of 300 or 1000 s is used
solely by the MIP approach the results are not satisfactory.
However,when the sameMIP approach is used for 80%of the
available time to upgrade a solution returned by the heuristic
approach run for the first 20%of the available time, the results
are much more promising. For 300 s time limit, still the best
strategy is to use the heuristic approach for the whole avail-
able time. However, in the case when time limit is 1000 s,
the mixture of the presented approaches results in the most
efficient performance. Figure 9 indicates that for the 1000-
second time limit the best strategy was to divide the available
time approximately equally between the approaches. When
the time given to theMIP approach is smaller than or equal to
20% of the total time, CPLEX cannot utilize to the full extent
its computational capabilities. On the other hand, when this
time is greater than or equal to 80% of the total time, the

−10 0 10 20 30 40

Distribution cables

Trunk cables

Distribution cabinets

Head-end cabinets

OLTs

OLT cards

Distribution splicing

Trunk splicing

Access splitters

Distribution splitters

Head-end splitters

impact on total cost [%]

Fig. 10 Impact of different parts of a solution on a total cost

starting solution given to CPLEX is of poor quality and it
cannot be immediately improved. Finally, the results indicate
that for very large time limits, reaching few hours for each
FTTH tree, the MIP approach significantly outperformed the
heuristic approach providing the gain reaching almost 3%,
while the heuristic approach after the initial gain generated
during the first hundreds of seconds did not improve much,
and finally provided gains lower than 1%.

Let us take a closer look at the structure of the gain. In
Fig. 10, shares of different equipment types in the total gain
are displayed. In the figure, 100% represents the total gain
created by the optimization method. For example consider
that the total cost of a network was 110 million EUR and
was reduced to 100 million EUR after applying the method;
thus, the gain was 10 million EUR. If Fig. 10 holds for this
example, then during the optimization process the trunk cable
cost decreased by approximately 4 million EUR, the distri-
bution cable cost decreased by 2.5 million EUR, but the OLT
card cost increased by 1 million EUR, etc.

The results are obtained for the 10000-second time limit
test case with the whole available time used by the MIP
approach. The results indicate that virtually the whole gain
was generated by reducing the sizes of cables and limiting
the amount of splicing. On the other hand, to use fibers more
efficiently (reducing cable sizes), the number of OLT cards
was slightly increased. To explain the phenomenon, let us
present a simple example. Consider a small settlement of
three buildings, 40 flats each. It can be served by three fibers
connected to three OLT ports ending at a 64-output splitter
in each building. On the other hand, five 8-output splitters
can be located in each building resulting in a 15-fiber cable
leaving the settlement. Those fifteen fibers can be connected
to two 8-output splitters in the head-end node. The former
solution needs a thin 3-fiber cable connecting the settlement
and three OLT ports in the head-end node. The latter solu-
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Fig. 11 Relative cost changes of components

tion uses a thicker 15-fiber cable, but it needs only two OLT
ports in the head-end node. In our test case, apparently the
former-like solutions were more desirable. Still, it cannot be
considered as a general result—the optimal solution structure
depends on prices of various components and highly depends
on a particular test case.

Another fact that can be observed in Fig. 10 are rela-
tively small impacts of splitters and cabinets on the total gain.
Although the total cost of splitters is stable, they definitely
cannot be removed from the MIP model, because they are
tightly related to OLT costs. Not taking splitters into account
while designing a network would either result in unfeasible
solutions (due to unsatisfied power budget constraints) or
lead to extreme inefficiency in OLT port utilization resulting
in a substantial increase of the total cost. On the other hand,
the impact of cabinets seems to be not significant. Assum-
ing a relatively small variety of available cabinets, the sizes
of utilized cabinets are seldom modified; thus, they can be
removed from the MIP model. Still, the complexity of the
constraints related to cabinets is comparable to their impact
on the results, i.e., removing those constraints does not visi-
bly reduce the sizes of resulting MIP optimization problems.

Finally, it is worth to analyze the importance of splicing in
the MIP model. It seems that splicing can be removed from
the model, as splicing costs are tightly connected to the cable
costs, i.e., reducing the cable sizes decreases both cable and
splicing costs. Our experiments show that it is only partially
true. Obviously, reducing cable sizes also reduces the num-
ber of splices; thus, it reduces the splicing costs. Still, the
obtained gain generated by optimized splicing cannot result
solely from reducing cable sizes. In Fig. 11, relative changes
of various cost components are displayed. In detail, the MIP
optimization reduced the total cost of distribution cables by
<1%. Simultaneously, the total cost of distribution splicing
was reduced by almost 4%. For example, if head-end splitters
cost 10 thousand EUR in the base design, and Fig. 11 holds,
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Fig. 12 Optimality gap

then head-end splitters will cost approximately 8.2 thousand
EUR in the optimized design. The results clearly indicate
that the splicing gain is not only generated by reducing the
amount of splicing by reducing the cable sizes, but contrary,
its major part results from optimized splicing, e.g., tapping a
cable instead of splicing it into two separate cables.

6.4 Optimality gap

In Fig. 12, the optimality gap obtained by the MIP solver is
presented. The methodology used to obtain the results is the
same as in the previous case.

As indicated in Fig. 12, the optimality gap decreases
together with the increase in the running time allocated to
the MIP approach. For the longest time limits the optimality
gap decreases to approximately 1.3%, allowing us to claim
that the presented MIP approach usually returns solutions of
high quality. Notice that for 100 and 300 s time limits the gap
increases when the whole time is given to MIP approach. It
means that during that time the utilized MIP solver was not
able to increase the lower bound as efficiently as the heuris-
tic method was able to decrease the upper bound, which is
another strong argument for enhancing the MIP approach
with heuristic approaches for test cases characterized by
moderate time limits.

7 Conclusions

We have proposed a MIP formulation for a problem of
optimal dimensioning of the FTTH tree equipment. The for-
mulation and the underlying network model were explained
in details. The model has been implemented and validated.
General results based on selected real-world scale numerical
experiments were presented in the paper.
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MIP model for efficient dimensioning of real-world FTTH trees

The presented approach proved to be effective—it is capa-
ble of improving the solutions obtained by means of a
benchmark heuristic approach. Our experiments showed that
it is not as efficient as the benchmark approach in improving
solutionswhen running times are seriously limited.However,
when a time limit is not an issue, the presented approach is
much more efficient than the benchmark approach, as long
as it is provided with a decent starting solution (a decent
starting solution can be obtained very easily using simple
engineering rules).
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